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PROGRAMME

1 APRIL

09.00-09.45 Jakub Kastl | Princeton University
Bid Shading and Bidder Surplus in the U.S. Treasury Auction System
Discussant: Eric Aldrich | University of California Santa Cruz

09.45-10.30 Marco Pagnozzi | University of Naples Federico II
Efficiency in Auctions with (Failed) Resale
Discussant: Vitali Gretschko | University of Cologne

10.30-11.00 Coffee break

11.00-11.45 Nora Szech | KIT Karlsruhe
Revenues and Welfare in Auctions with Information Release
Discussant: Nicola Dimitri | University of Siena

11.45-12.30 Eduardo Azevedo | University of Pennsylvania
Perfect Competition in Markets with Adverse Selection
Discussant: Josh Cherry | Amazon

12.30-14.00 Lunch break

14.00-14.45 Mathew Backus | Columbia University
Price Formation in Bilateral Trade: Evidence from Online Bargaining
Discussant: Dorothea Kübler | WZB Berlin

14.45-15.30 Alex Westkamp | University of Cologne
Stability, Strategy-Proofness, and Cumulative Offer Mechanisms
Discussant: Ran Eilat | European University Institute
15.30-16.00  Coffee break

16.00-16.45  **Nicole Immorlica** | Microsoft Research
The Price of Anarchy in Large Games
Discussant: **Noam Nisan** | Hebrew University

16.45-17.30  **Liad Blumrosen** | Hebrew University
Simple and Nearly Efficient Reallocation Mechanisms
Discussant: **Martin Bichler** | TU Munich

---

**2 APRIL**

09.00-09.45  **Utku Unver** | Boston College
Live Donor Organ Exchange: Beyond Kidneys
Discussant: **Moshe Babaioff** | Microsoft Research

09.45-10.30  **Achim Wambach** | University of Cologne
Constraints on Matching Markets Based on Moral Concerns
Discussant: **Nicolas Lambert** | Stanford University

10.30-11.00  Coffee break

11.00-11.45  **Marzena Rostek** | University of Wisconsin
Decentralized Exchange
Discussant: **Natalia Fabra** | Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

11.45-12.30  **Peter Cramton** | University of Maryland
Open Access Wireless Market
Discussant: **Geoffrey Myers** | Ofcom